Abstract: DNA sequence assembly is a rich combinatorial problem that arose with the first DNA sequencing projects in the early 80's. Here we give a short history of the progression of algorithmic ideas used to solve the de novo problem of inferring a genome given a large sampling of substrings covering it. This classic inverse problem is compounded by a variety of experimental features and artifacts that must be considered in any realistic solution. While current methods produce very good results, the perfect assembler has yet to be built. 
sequence by tiling together overlapping reads into contigs that represent contiguous stretches of the genome. If the sampling were truly Poisson, then all but − of the genome would be covered by at least one read, and the average contig length would be ( − 1)/ [2] . Given sufficient coverage one can further correct the errors in the reads (the red dots in Figure 1 ) to produce a more accurate consensus sequence.
In the paired-end shotgun method first proposed in 1997 by Weber and I [3] , the inserts are further carefully size-selected to be of some average length̄≫̄and both ends of each insert are read by the sequencing instrument giving one a complementary pair of reads that one knows must be at a distance roughlȳin any reconstruction of . As illustrated in Figure 2 , even though a region of the genome may not have been sampled, a read pair may span such a gap between two contigs by virtue of having one read in each contig. In general, a collection of contigs so ordered and linked is called a scaffold. The advantage is that scaffolds cover a much greater portion of the genome, ordering and orienting many contigs with respect to each other as well as estimating the gap distance between them.
The assembly problem is to reconstruct as much of a genome as possible given a collection of reads or read pairs. The difficulties that one must pay attention to are that (1) the orientation of each read is not known (i. e. which of the two DNA-duplex strands it came from), (2) one must permit a certain amount of error in the correlations between reads requiring sequence alignment as opposed to exact matching, (3) due to insufficient coverage or nonrandom insert sampling, the entire genome is not covered by the read data, and (4) for paired-end data sets, the pairing relationship is false at some typically low rate. But perhaps most important of all, the problem is made difficult by the fact that genomes are often repetitive, containing many copies of the same repeat sequence interspersed within it. We will further elaborate on this aspect in the section on algorithms.
Many assemblers deal with the major problem characteristics given above, but ignore additional artifacts that can occur in a real data set. Specifically, depending on the technology, the read can contain a special, small adapter sequence, typically at the start of a read, that has inadvertently not been removed by the sequencing machine's software. Secondly, inserts are sometimes actually a fusion of two or more separate pieces of DNA from the genome, giving rise to chimeric reads that thus contain false junctions. Third, some of the DNA in the mix may be from a contaminant such as a bacteria and doesn't belong in the genome at all. And finally, while the machines attempt to give one an estimate of error, sometimes this estimate is not accurate, and reads occur that have regions of excessively high error or in fact are complete junk.
The technology history
The first shotgun assembly project was for the 50 Kbp virus [1] using hand-interpreted slab gel electrophoresis that gave reads of about 200 bp (bp = base pairs). A simple program found approximate overlaps between reads, but human beings solved the jig-saw puzzle and put the pieces together.
The next advance was the introduction of the Applied Biosystems automated sequencers that performed the sequencing and the interpretation of the gels automatically using a 4-color dye system. This allowed for longer reads, and by 1996 the average read length had risen to 500 bp, with an average error of 2-5%, and throughput was greatly increased to about 10 Kbp per day. Software was also developed that would automatically assemble DNA targets of up to = 100 Kbp at 8 X ( = 8) or so.
Up to this point, circa 1995, it was generally believed that this was the largest piece of DNA that could be determined with a shotgun approach. So larger genomes were being tackled by a two-level scheme in which large 100 Kbp pieces, called clones, of a genome were mapped and then a covering subset of the mapped clones were shotgun sequenced. There ended up being significant complications with maintaining and manipulating the clones and also with building an accurate and correct map of their locations on the target genome. Indeed such a complete map was never achieved for the human genome. Nonetheless this two-tiered, hierarchical approach was the plan adopted by the public human genome consortium and in 1998 only 2% of the genome had been sequenced, the major obstacle being the availability of a good map of the clones.
In 1995, Venter and colleagues [4] began shotgun sequencing bacteria whose genome sizes were significantly larger, in the range 1.5-3.0 Mbp, to 8 X coverage and then ordering the resulting contigs with a subset of paired-end reads from -clones with̄= 10 Kbp. Then in 1997 Weber and I [3] proposed a pure paired-end whole genome shotgun of the human genome with a spectrum of insert lengths. In the same year, there was a further technology jump with the advent of capillary gel sequencers which could produce almost 1 Mbp per day with reads of average length 700 bp and average error 2%. This prompted the formation of Celera Genomics in 1998, which pairedend shotgun sequenced the fruit fly ( = 140 Mbp) in 1999, the human genome ( = 3 Gbp) in 2000, and the mouse genome ( = 2.8 Gbp) in 2001, using a novel string-graph assembler. The public human genome project also produced a reconstruction of the human genome in the same time frame using the more cumbersome physical mapping approach. The Celera assembler gave results with many fewer order and orientation errors [5] and this combined with the incredible efficiency of directly shotgunning a genome, led to paired-end whole genome sequenc-ing becoming the prevailing sequencing paradigm for the next decade.
After the human genome, the NIH program decided to emphasize and fund research for technologies that were very inexpensive, giving rise to the "$1,000 human genome" challenge. A series of technologies based on micro-chambers and sophisticated biochemistry ensued, delivering sequence at less and less cost and in greater and greater volume. The downside was that the reads were very short, initially 35 bp and even today only 150-250 bp long albeit very accurate with average error .5 %. The most efficient machines can today produce 100-200 Gb of data per day in the target cost range of 1,000$. While this is a 30-60 X data set of the human genome, the direct de novo assembly of said yields a highly fragmented reconstruction consisting of tens to hundreds of thousands of short, unordered contigs because the reads are too short to disambiguate most repeats. So in fact, investigators map these short reads to the reference human genome to understand the (small) differences between the genomes of different individuals. This mapping process is called resequencing and the NIH challenge should have more precisely been called the "$1,000 human resequencing" challenge. While this was great for medical applications, it was detrimental to science because the de novo assembly of unknown genomes of interesting organisms was severely hampered. So this last period, saw an emphasis on algorithms for mapping short, accurate reads and the development of assembly algorithms based on the de Bruijn graph. The machines of this class are called NGS sequencers, for Next Generation Sequencing.
The most recent development, coming into its own circa 2010, are single-molecule long read sequencers. These are the so-called N 2 GS or Next-Next Gen Sequencers. While currently comparatively expensive to NGS machines, these machines produce very long reads, e. g.
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Kbp, but at the tradeoff of a 12%-15% average error rate. However, there are two offsetting advantages over previous technologies. First, the error is truly random whereas all previous technologies generally make reproducibly the same mistake every 10 −4 positions. Second, the sampling of the genome is truly random as the inserts are read directly, not requiring the amplification steps of previous technologies that skew which inserts are actually sequenced by the machine. The arrival of long read technologies has rekindled the hope of high-quality de novo shotgun sequencing and has further resurrected the string graph approach to be described in the Section 3.2.
3 The algorithmic history
OLC and the shortest superstring era
The first fully automated attempts at assembly were by Ukkonen, Kececioglou, and Green, among others [6] [7] [8] . All these early attempts followed what has become known as the Overlap-Layout-Consensus (OLC) paradigm. In this paradigm, assembly proceeds in three steps: 1. Find all approximate overlaps between reads at a level of stringency consistent with the estimated error rate of the underlying technology, i. e.. 2. Use the overlaps to decide on a layout or tiling of the reads, and 3. Produce a consensus sequence of the reads covering a given region.
We describe each step in the ensuing paragraphs.
An approximate overlap at rate ¹ between reads and either (i) aligns a suffix of with a prefix of (a proper overlap), or (ii) a segment of with all of (a containment overlap). The likelihood that two random sequences have an overlap is a function of the length of the overlap and the rate , and this likelihood decreases with increasing length. So for a fixed error rate one can select a minimum length so that any overlap of greater length is highly unlikely to occur by chance (e. g.
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−35 ), i. e. it is statistically significant. The overlap problem is thus to find all statistically significant overlaps of length or greater with respect to some technologydependent error rate . Using standard sequence alignment methods this problem can be solved in ( ( ) 2 )
worst-case time [10, 11] . The use of filtration methods and rapid heuristics can further improve this time-consuming step [12] . The level of statistical significance typically used is such that if two reads overlap, then it is not an accident that the reads share the same sequence in the overlap. One such reason for an overlap is because the two reads in question were actually sampled from the same part of the underlying target sequence, i. e. the overlap is true in that the reads really should be put together in a solution. Unfortunately, the other possibility is that there are two or more (and often 100s or 1000s) of copies of a repetitive sequence in the target, i. e. the overlap is repeat-induced and the reads should not be put together in a solution. In effect, the assembly problem is to separate the true over-laps from the repeat-induced overlaps. A genome with no repetitive elements is easy to reconstruct! One can view the overlap step as producing an overlap graph where there is an edge → if approximately overlaps . For simplicity, we ignore all reads and adjacent edges for which the read is contained in another (one can argue the contained read does not contribute new information). Let ( ) be the sequence of read , and let ( → ) be the suffix of not aligned with . Then the path 1 → 2 → 3 . . . tiles the reads into a contig that has the sequence
Immediately observe that a set of such paths that span the graph would give a collection of contigs that would constitute an assembly. Indeed, a Hamiltonian path [13] would represent an assembly of all the reads into a single contig. Layout then is a graph traversal problem where the operative question is what is the optimization criterion for identifying the true overlaps.
Early on, the assembly problem was considered as a generalization of the shortest common superstring (SCS) problem as follows:
Problem: Given reads 1 , 2 , . . ., and rate , find a shortest string such that each read or its DNA complement aligns at rate with a substring of .
Early work showed this problem is equivalent to finding a Hamiltonian path where edges are weighted by the length of their overlap because | ( )| = ∈ | ( )| − → ∈ | → |, i. e. the more the reads overlap the shorter the string represented by the path. This is an NP-hard [13] problem for which the greedy heuristic that adds edges in decreasing order of overlap length (provided adding the edge does not create a cycle or branch) comes within a factor of 2 of the optimal overlap maximization, and in expectation produces a near optimal result (for the SCS problem). In essence all the early work used a variation of this greedy approach of considering overlaps for incorporation into the solution in some order, where the differences lay in the ordering used.
While appealing theoretically, the shortest common superstring objective was eventually realized to give solutions in which repeats were over-compressed as folding several copies of a repeat once into gives a shorter solution. In part this was because the early genome targets were so small (e. g. 100 Kbp) that they did not contain many repeats. In many cases the repeats could be resolved because there is generally a certain level of variation between copies, i. e. every repeat is not an exact copy of the same string. This could be resolved by the greedy algorithm to a certain extent by including a term for the overlap difference in the edge ranking. The ultimate form of this kind of ranking adjustment, was the development of the Phred [9] program, that used machine learning over machine specific features to estimate the likelihood that a particular basepair was correct versus an error. A likelihood, say , was expressed as a Q-value defined as −10 10 , e. g. a Q-vale of 30 corresponds to a 10 −3 likelihood of being an error. This scoring framework has become a standard for all technologies. Armed with Q-values for every base in every read, one could then attempt to separate true from repeat-induced overlaps, by observing that disagreements between high-value basepairs would indicate a variation between copies of a repeat. That is, one could develop a Qvalue based scoring scheme for overlaps, that would elevate the rank of true overlaps over repeat-induced overlaps, increasing the correctness of the solution produced by the greedy algorithm.
In summary, the greedy algorithms produced a layout encoded as a set of paths spanning the graph of proper overlaps, where each path positions every read with respect to the sequence modeled by the path. If the path contains only true overlaps then this sequence is approximately the sequence of a portion of the target sequence with an average error rate of. The consensus problem is to effectively build an optimal multi-alignment of the reads in a layout under some metric, typically the star or consensus metric [14] where the score of a column is the number of symbols not in the majority. Multi-alignment is a wellstudied problem but computationally expensive with an ( ) worst case complexity. Thus past and current efforts at this sub-problem of assembly all employ a variety of heuristic methods, that work well when is small but are far from ideal when it is not.
The era of the string graph
The next important step in algorithmic work for layout was the shift from the greedy, effectively local, algorithm to approaches that looked globally at the overlap graph in order to effect the correct assembly of large, repetitive targets. This transition actually began theoretically in 1994 when both Waterman and myself first presented the ideas of string and de Bruijn graphs at a DIMACS workshop [15] [16] [17] . The string graph is treated first, as it was first used for paired-end whole genome assembly at Celera, and the de Bruijn graph second, as it later became the method of choice for accurate, short-read NGS data.
In 1994 I was concerned with the fact that the shortest superstring objective compressed repeats. I proposed [16] that the real goal of assembly is a layout that places reads so that their arrival rate is statistically consistent with the coverage , i. e. on average a read start occurs every / basepairs in the layout. This can be formally quantified with the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistic but it is untenable algorithmically as an optimization criterion. So I introduced [16] the idea of a string graph obtained by taking the transitive reduction of the overlap graph² and then compressing chains of vertices with in-and out-degree one into a single compound edge. The interesting thing about this construction is that the unique, non-repetitive parts of the genome collapse into single compound edges. Of course, a long, highly conserved repeat would also form a single compound edge, but if the internal layout of a compound edge is long enough then the arrival rate statistic clearly distinguishes between compound edges representing unique genomic segments and repetitive segments. Figure 3 illustrates the ideas on a simple example.
At Celera, we developed algorithms [18] that performed the following steps: 1. Build a string graph and find all compound edges that statistically are almost certainly unique segments of the genome. The layout represented by such a compound edge was called a unitig (unique contig). 2. Order and orient these unitigs with bundles of two or more paired-reads that agree on the gap distance between the unitigs in question. 3. Solve gaps between unitigs by assembling just the reads that are placed in the gap by read pairs in the adjacent unitigs.
The essence of the algorithm was to adjust statistical thresholds so as not to make a mistake, especially in the early steps. For example, for the human genome, the first step produced 600,000 unitigs each with a likelihood of 2 An edge → is transitively reducible and hence removed if there is a read such that → and → in such a way that the overlap of and is implied by the overlaps with .
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−6 of not actually being a correctly assembled, unique segment of the genome. In the second step, the chance of two erroneous read-pairs agreeing by chance in a human genome was 10 −5 . With these likelihoods, one would then expect a posteriori at most a handful of errors in the assembly. The layout problem can still be thought of as a problem of finding a tour through the string graph, where the string graph has the advantage of being significantly simpler than the overlap graph without eliminating any potential solutions. Indeed, given that many compound edges can be confidently identified as being unitigs that must be traversed exactly once in any solution, one can further infer the copy number of other compound edges with a flow analysis [19] and then know that the correct assembly is a generalized Eulerian tour that respects the copy number of every compound edge. For example in Figure 3 one can infer that the repeat must be traversed twice and there is only one tour that observes the constraints. Indeed, one can argue that the set of Eulerian tours that respect the copy counts is information theoretically a perfect assembly in that one cannot infer more than that from a set of (unpaired) reads. Read pairs can be seen as further constraining the set of possible tours.
The era of the de Bruijn graph
Although de Bruijn graphs were introduced two hours after string graphs at the 1994 DIMACS meeting [15] , it was not until the technology shift to short-read sequencers that the de Bruijn graph approach [17] became widely used. For a given small integer , consider every -mer (i. e., substring of length ) of every read, and consider two -mers and to overlap if the last −1 symbols exactly match the first −1 symbols of . This -mer "overlap graph" is the de Bruijn graph of order . Note that by construction the graph is transitively reduced, and one can further collapse vertices with in-and out-degree one into compound edges in analogy to the string graph construction present in Section 3.2. Indeed one can think of the de Bruijn graph and the string graph as the same graph-theoretic structure where in one case the vertices are -mers and edges correspond to − 1 exact overlaps, and in the other case, the vertices are reads and edges correspond to approximateoverlaps. However, there are also significant algorithmic differences because of the difference in what a vertex models (i. e., reads versus -mers) as follows.
First observe that the sequence of -mers of a read traces a path through the de Bruijn graph and we call this the image of the read. Further, let ( → ) be the num-ber of reads whose image passes through the edge → .
If most of the -mers in the graph are correct (i. e. do not contain a sequencing error) and the coverage of the target is high, then any edges with low counts, e. g. less than say 3 or 4 given a 30 X data set, are almost certainly due to sequencing error, and indeed, almost all de Bruijn assemblers remove them. Supposing only correct edges remain, then the graph would contain exactly the edges in the image of the unknown target sequence G and therefore some Eulerian tour of this de Bruijn graph would spell G. Thus the de Bruijn graph layout problem is to find a tour that is consistent with the paths of the images of all the reads, ignoring any unremoved error edges, and further touring edges a number of times consistent with their likely repetitiveness in the target (which is a function of , , and ). One could view a de Bruijn graph as an exact -mer heuristic for overlap and string graph construction, a popular approach for many sequence search engines [23] . Indeed, for a de Bruijn graph to be a useful string model of potential assemblies, must be somewhat larger than log 4 so that each -mer is reasonably expected to occur once in the target sequence (repeats excepted), but must also be small enough so that a significant majority ∈ [0, 1] of the -mers from a read are correct, i. e. ≤ 1/ log 1/ (1 − ) −1 . One should observe then that if and are both sufficiently large, there is no choice of satisfying both requirements.
When the de Bruijn graph was first introduced sequencing error was around 2-5% and genomes were sequenced to = 8 X. For these values the method could be made to work for targets up to 3 Mbp (a typical bacteria) but not larger as the error rate limited to a maximum of about 11 to 13. But in the last decade, NGS sequencers have become progressively more accurate, having today a .5 % error rate. They also produce prodigious amounts of data so = 30-100 X implying a smaller percentage of the -mers need to be correct. Thus can be chosen as large as 50 or even nearing 100, producing a relatively easy-to-tour graph for any conceivable target size. Moreover, building a de Bruijn graph is tantamount to enumerating all the -mers in the reads, which is ( ) expected-time with a hash table. Given that ⋅ has become very large, e. g. 600 Gbp, this represents a huge savings in compute time compared to the quadratic time of the overlap phase of the string graph. As NGS sequencers came to the fore in the period from 2002 to today, the efficiency and increasing efficacy of the de Bruijn graph model resulted in almost all new assembly work being focused on this technique. Despite much work on both de Bruijn graphs and string graphs, two fallacies have persisted about the difference in these two methods [20, 21] . The first is that the de Bruijn method does not follow the OLC paradigm. This is not correct, it simply uses a concept of overlap, i. e. exact ( − 1)-matching, that is trivial to compute. The second is that the layout problem for a string graph is to find a Hamiltonian tour and not a Eulerian tour. But as this paper showed earlier, the Hamiltonian objective was only for the shortest common superstring greedy approximations, the string graph has always had as its objective for layout a generalized Eulerian tour exactly as for the de Bruijn graph.
The resurrection of de novo sequencing
The DNA sequence of an organism is the source of all the downstream work to understand the molecular basis of life, and it behooves us to have a near-perfect reconstruction. Fortunately the new N 2 GS long read sequencers have resurrected this goal as a possibility. The read lengths are so long, 10 Kp or more, that even paired ends are no longer needed, the reads themselves provide the kind of spans needed to resolve repeats. However, these instruments come with an intrinsically high error rate, 12-15%, that makes many of the algorithms optimized for low error rates inoperative or exceedingly inefficient. For example, de Bruijn graph methods will not work as is in the range where an appropriate value of for any reasonably sized target cannot be chosen as shown in Section 3.3. The string graph remains the only choice, but , the minimum significant overlap length, increases to 1000 bp for = 15%.
Fortunately, given that the reads are typically longer than 10 Kbp, this is a tenable choice, but never the less efficiency becomes a serious concern. Even with a specially designed algorithm for approximate overlap, the overlap computation for a 50 X human genome, long-read data set took 20,000 CPU hours [12] . Similarly, multi-alignment for the consensus phase similarly takes tens of thousands of CPU hours due to the high error rate [22] . For long read sequencers, artifacts such as chimers, unremoved adapters, and especially regions of excessive error described at the end of Section 1, become exceedingly important as they are much more likely to occur in any given read because of its length. Another particularly vexing problem with the new technologies is that the Q-value approach of Green does not produce informative information about the error rate of the reads which have a very complex error profile. To wit, the average error is 12-15%, but there will be regions within a say 20 Kp read where the error suddenly spikes for a hundred bases, and even worse there can be kilo-base stretches were the sequence can effectively be random. Without a reliable Q-value estimate how does one know how to trust the presence or absence of sequence correlations between reads? While expensive we have recently observed that the set of all overlaps between a read and all other reads in a data set can inform in this regard, much like the simple idea of removing error -mers for the de Bruijn graph. All these new issues have created renewed interest in the assembly problem.
With current assemblies based on deploying a string graph assembler after an error correction step [22] reconstructions that rival the best hand-finished genomes available today are being produced with N 2 GS sequencers. Yet, these assemblers are not the best possible. In particular, work on the assembly problem has failed to really address the issue of how to resolve repetitive sequences except in fairly superficial ways. We believe that with further work, perfect assemblies may ultimately be possible.
